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safety or public interest significance. The information is a 'initiallyC a - /
received without verification or evaluation, and is basically {l'ithat is' ,/
known by HRC staff on this date. (N /
FACILITY: Arkansas Power and 1.ight Company Licensee Emergency' Classification:

Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 2 Notification of Unusual Event
Russellville, Arkansas Alert
DN 50-368 Site Area Emergency

General Emergency
_X Not Applicable

SUBJECT: REACTOR TRIP WITH SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM ACTUATION

Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 2 tripped from approximately 75% power at 2228 hours
CST on March 7, 1982. As a result of a'high stator temperature alarm for the
main generator, an automatic turbine runback from 100% power to 4% power was
initiated. The reactor did not trip since steam dump and steam generator relief
capacity was sufficient. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure increased to
about 2340 psig and low steam generator signals alarmed. After verification
of clearing of the stator temperature alarm, an attempt was mad:. w reload the
main turbine generator; but, the reactor tripped on high steam generator level
resulting from the reducing steam pressure.

Following the reactor trip, the cooldown effect from the open steam dump and
steam generator relief valves caused the RCS pressure to momentarily drop to
the Safety Injection Systems (SIS) trip point, but, pressure remained above the

| SIS pump shutoff head pressure preventing injection of borated SIS water. The
I operators secured the SIS pumps after verification of recovery of RCS pressure.

| All safety systems perfomed nomally and plant restart is planned for late
March 8,1982, after repair of the stator cooling regulator and a leaking steam
generator blowdown valve.

The licensee does not plan to issue a press release. No press release is planned
by Region IV.

Region IV was notified of this incident by the Headquarters Duty Officer at
approximately 2300 hours CST. This information is current as of 1500 hours CST,
March 8,1932.

CONTACT: R. E. Hall, RIV, 728-8155; W. C. Seidle, RIV, 728-8147
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